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A methodology to quantify alterations in human
upper limb movement during co-manipulation with
an exoskeleton
N. Jarrassé, M. Tagliabue, J. Robertson, A. Maiza, V. Crocher, A. Roby-Brami, G. Morel

Abstract—While a large number of robotic exoskeletons have
been designed by research teams for rehabilitation, it remains
rather difficult to analyse their ability to finely interact with a
human limb: no performance indicators or general methodology
to characterize this capacity really exist. This is particularly
regretful at a time when robotics are becoming a recognized
rehabilitation method and when complex problems such as
3D movement rehabilitation and joint rotation coordination
are being addressed. The aim of this paper is to propose a
general methodology to evaluate, through a reduced set of simple
indicators, the ability of an exoskeleton to interact finely and in a
controlled way with a human. The method involves measurement
and recording of positions and forces during 3D point to point
tasks. It is applied to a 4 DoF limb exoskeleton by way of example.
Index Terms—Exoskeletons, rehabilitation, physical HumanRobot interaction (pHRi).

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Context
The potential of robotics for the rehabilitation of the upperlimb of patients with post stroke hemiparesis is now well
recognized [1], [2], [3]. Robotic technology can enable early,
intense and motivating rehabilitation and assist therapists who
face a growing number of patients. Robot therapy, has been
developing over the past decade [4] and is expected to bring
benefits over traditional rehabilitation methods, mostly as a
result of the large number of movement repetitions which
can be provided by robotic devices [5]. However, recent
clinical systematic reviews, including several robot designs,
failed to demonstrate clear benefits of robot therapy over
traditional rehabilitation methods [6], [7], [8]. Unquestionable
proof of clinical benefit is still lacking in the literature. Most
importantly to the robot designer, it is currently impossible
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to map the robot design features and performances to its
clinical effectiveness. Assessing the robot’s performance is,
by itself, a difficult problem due to the interactive nature
of the device: simply listing engineer-world scores, such as
maximum force, bandwidth or range of motion is of course
informative regarding the robot’s capacities, but it seems
insufficient in the quantification of how well the device can
interact with a subject.
Two important features can be identified to distinguish rehabilitation robots between each other in view of comparing their
interaction capacities.
Considering first the mechanical design, manipulandum-type
robots, based on the end effector approach in which the
human-robot interaction occurs at the hand are to be distinguished from multi-contact devices, which present an interesting perspective for robot therapy. Exoskeletal and multi
contact devices, have received growing interest in recent
years, including in the field of rehabilitation [9]. The main
differences between an exoskeleton and a manipulandum are
the kinematic redundancy and the presence of multiple contact
points between the device and the patient’s limb. There are a
number of exoskeletons under development for rehabilitation
purpose with various objectives, joint designs and actuators
(for a recent and exhaustive overview, see [10]). Three of
them are under evaluation for shoulder-elbow coordination
training in healthy subjects and stroke patients. The iPAM
3D rehabilitation robot is composed of two pneumatic robots
controlling the forearm and the upper arm [11]. The ArMin
robot [12] is a haptic robot with semi-exoskeleton kinematics
with four active (shoulder and elbow) and two passive degrees
of freedom. The T-Wrex is a passive device which provides
gravity compensation [13], [14].
A second crucial characteristic of a rehabilitation robot is its
interaction capacity. Indeed, rehabilitation robotics began by
using robots to passively mobilize patients’ limbs during the
first stages of rehabilitation, when the patient is unable to move
alone. However, the effectiveness of such passive movements
for stimulating motor recovery is limited [15]. In order to
stimulate motor recovery, it is essential for rehabilitation
robots to exhibit finer interaction capabilities. Shared control
of the movements must be possible as soon as the patient has
recovered a minimal amount of motor capacity [16], [17].
The complex pHRI (physical Human-Robot Interaction) between an upper limb exoskeleton and its wearer reveals new
as yet unstudied problems. Human motor control has particular
biological characteristics due to the neural control of the
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multilink segments and the redundancy of the motor system
as evidenced by kinematic regularities or invariances such
as the smoothness of the endpoint kinematics [18] and the
presence of inter-joint synergies [19]. The effect of human
neural constrains on human robot interaction is only beginning
to be explored [20] as well as the importance of humanrobot cooperative control for rehabilitation and training [21],
[22], [23]. In addition, due to the fact that neuro-rehabilitation
addresses issues relating to motor learning, the machines
must allow patients to express whatever movement they can
without hindering or suppressing any motor capability [24].
The great advantage of exoskeletons for rehabilitation is the
possibility to control the segments of the upper limb and thus
directly influence movement synergies, e.g. shoulder elbow
coordination which is known to be perturbed following stroke
[25]. Improving shoulder elbow coordination may improve
function, thus impacting on the daily lives of patients [26].
It is thus very important that an exoskeleton should exhibit
transparency. As has been suggested in [24], the robot must
be able to ’get out of the way’ if the patient is capable of
making the movement. In this situation the robot is passive
and thus must not perturb the patient’s movement. Equally for
evaluation purposes, if the robot is to measure the patient’s
movement capacity, it must influence the movement as little
as possible.
In co-manipulation, transparency relates to the ability of the
robotic system interacting with a human who is moving
voluntarily, not to resist the intentional motion, and as such
to allow natural, unperturbed movement. From an engineering
point of view, this comes down to applying a null force and
this is a good indicator of the ability of the system to generate
precisely controlled forces. Indeed, any residual force that
is applied to the subject’s limb during voluntary movement
will act as a bias when non zero forces need to be applied
by the robot on the subject. Because human movement is
often performed with low limb impedance/stiffness, it is very
sensitive to perturbations [27]. Even small interaction forces
could completely alter the coordination of the movement.
B. Existing evaluation methods
Despite the importance of a fine control of interaction
between the patient and the robot in the rehabilitation context,
there is a lack of performance indicators or methodology
allowing objective evaluation of pHRIs, especially for multicontact devices [28]. Namely, apart from the evaluation of
mechanical and control performances, which are generally
available in the literature (see [10]), no generally adopted criteria exist to directly evaluate alterations in human movement
parameters caused by the mechanics of the robot or its control
limitations.
Mechanical approaches use the device bandwidth as a criterion
for evaluating performance. If the bandwidth of the exoskeleton is smaller that of human movement, it is considered
that robot will alter human movement or perception [9].
Other approaches consist of applying a load to the robot or
fixing it to a subject and evaluating its ability to follow a
trajectory. A reduced version of the IKO exoskeleton [29]

was validated in this way using a PID driving a loaded robot
forearm. Gopura et al [30], evaluated the capacity of a robot to
displace the passive upper limb of health subjects. Kiguchi and
Liyanage [31], evaluated co-manipulation tasks by assessing
the effect of assistance provided by an exoskeleton during
reaching tasks in healthy subjects. Rosen et al. [32] developed
a more complex evaluation technique for their power amplifier
structure including human arm moment and load moment,
mechanical moment gain, mechanical work ratio and muscles
activation ratio. However, none of these approaches include an
experimental evaluation where scores are attributed to subjects
performing tasks under robotic assistance. To the authors’
knowledge, iPAM is the only multi-contact rehabilitation robot
that has been evaluated through comparison between natural
and assisted movements, [11]. The authors assessed peak
deviation of the hand trajectory from a hypothetical ideal
straight-line trajectory, the position of the hand in 3D and in
the transverse plane and cyclograms of shoulder-elbow motion
to conclude on the limited impact their robot has on subjects.
We suggest that this approach is highly pertinent, because
it takes into account the kinematic redundancy of humanrobot system due to the fact that the arm has more DoFs
than those necessary to perform the reaching task. An analysis
based solely on endpoint parameters could give an incomplete
picture of the kinematic consequences of the pHRI. However,
in addition to the kinematic redundancy taken into account by
[11], a multi-contact human-robot system is also characterized
by dynamic redundancy which must be considered. Indeed,
the number of force and torque components which can be
produced at each fixation point (6) is larger of those directly
controlled by the device (4). Thus in order to fully investigate
pHRIs, it appears very important to include an evaluation
of performance in terms of all the force components. For
all these reasons, we propose a methodology consisting of
a three-level evaluation of human-robot interactions: endpoint
trajectory generation, joint rotations and dynamic interaction.
We chose to carry out this evaluation with the robot in
transparent mode for the reasons described in the Context
section. The evaluation consists of comparing simple pointing
movements made by healthy subjects with and without the
device connected to their limb, through a set of performance
indices representing the three levels of analysis. This methodology is described in Section II, together with a simple
experiment to obtain force and kinematic data. This data
is used to calculate the different performance indicators. In
Section III, we apply this methodology on healthy subjects
with a 4 active degrees of freedom (DoF) arm exoskeleton.
This exoskeleton, called ABLE, was developed with great
attention paid to the reversibility (or mechanical transparency)
issue [33]. Results are presented in Section IV and a discussion
on the methodology is proposed in section V.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. General description of the experiments
We suggest that transparency should be evaluated in totally
active mode: the subject performs the movement actively and
the robot only follows without exerting active forces. In this
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mode, a robot can be qualified as transparent if the interaction
forces applied on the human arm are null (or very low) and
the trajectories appear kinematically equivalent to movements
carried out without the robot.
We propose a comparison of movement parameters recorded
during a simple pointing task performed by healthy subjects
with and without the exoskeleton. Pointing movements are representative of movements used during rehabilitation sessions
and are easy to setup and to analyze. It is important to position
the targets in such a manner as to ensure that the subject has
to explore different regions of the workspace, thus involving
different joint rotations.
Another important aspect is to allow a few minutes of free
training so that the subject can feel comfortable and safe with
the device since initial movements may be perturbed by the
neweness of the experience. A good indicator that the subject
is ready to perform the experiment is when he/she feels safe
and when the movements between two targets are qualitatively
repeatable.

which will be used in the Performance Indices (PI) presented
below.

C. Performance indices description
1) Performance indices based on end-point trajectories:
We chose to analyze 4 kinematic indices which inform us
about different characteristics of the endpoint trajectory:
•

PI1 = tend − tinit

•

B. Measurements
We propose both an analysis of kinematics and of interaction forces between the robot and the subject.
1) Kinematic parameter measurements: A Codamotion R
system was used to record the displacement of 6 optical
markers placed on the subject’s arm. For the calculation
of joint angles, we chose the rigorous formalism of the
ISB shoulder group [34]. Analysis was focused on shoulder
elevation and elbow extension.
2) Force measurements: For force recording, we chose to
fit the exoskeleton with one F/T (Force/Torque) sensor per
fixation point between human arm and the robot. These sensors
have to be placed serially in the fixation mechanisms chain.
Specific care has to be taken for the processing of F/T data. In
order to evaluate equivalent moments applied by the robot on
the arm segment, moment components read at the sensor center
should be calculated at the center of the upper limb segment
to which it is connected (see Fig.1): if C is the sensor center
−→
−z , then
and G the upper limb segment center, with CG = d →
moment at point G shall be computed by:
−→
−→ −→ →
−
MG = [Mx , My , Mz ]t = MC − CG ∧ R ,
→
−
with R = [Fx , Fy , Fz ]t . In practice, d is a constant distance
estimated from where, on average, the upper limb segment
is centered.
forearm axis Y
z

G
C

z y
y

d

PI1 : Movement duration, simply corresponds to the time
taken to carry out the required movement and gives
an indication of the ease of moving under different
conditions.

•

•

(1)

where tinit and tend have been identified as the first and
the last frame, when the endpoint velocity is greater than
5% of the peak pointer velocity.
PI2 : Velocity profile symmetry. Time of acceleration, divided by total movement time indicates how the velocity
profile is altered. Perfect symmetry gives 0.5, while if
the index is small, more time is spent in deceleration,
indicating possible problems with the regulation of inertia
of the system,
tacc − tinit
(2)
PI2 =
tend − tinit
where tacc is the frame when the peak of velocity occurs.
PI3 : Smoothness analysis. The jerk metric (average rate
of change of acceleration during a movement) is defined
as
"
#
Z tend  3 2  3 2  3 2
d x
d y
d z
1
dt (3)
+ 3 + 3
PI3 =
tend − tinit tinit
dt 3
dt
dt
where [x, y, z] are the recorded endpoint (hand) coordinates. Large values for PI3 indicate that many corrections
are made during the movement which would mean that
the subject had difficulty in guiding the robot. To avoid an
effect of execution time on this parameter, the trajectory
of the hand was always resampled at 200 frames before
computing the jerk.
PI4 : Trajectory curvature. The maximum deflection of
the hand path from a straight line joining the initial and
final positions shows if the hand is deviated from its
natural path. If a large deviation is observed during comanipulation with a robot, as compared to free motions,
this suggests problems related to friction or inertia on
particular axes or robot stiffness and damping structure
problems.
max(d p (t))
(4)
PI4 = −−−−→ −−−→ ,
P(tend ) − P(tin )
−−→ −−−→ −−−−→ −−−→
P(t)−P(tin ) × P(tend )−P(tin )
−−−−→ −−−→
P(tend )−P(tin )

Fig. 1. Reconstructing forces and torques applied on limb from components
read by the sensor

where d p (t) =

The sensors provide data on a set of force and torque components (Fx , Fy , Fz , Mx , My , Mz ) at each interaction point

−−→
taneous distance of the vector position of the pointer, P(t),
−−−→
−−−−→
from the straight line joining P(tin ) and P(tend ).

is the instan-
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2) Performance indices based on joint rotations: The YXY
convention used produces angles for orientation of the elevation plane and shoulder internal/external rotation which are
linked due to the two rotations around the same axis and
cannot be separately interpreted in an anatomo-functional way
[34]. Therefore, we will only focus on two angles in this paper:
shoulder elevation and elbow extension.
• PI5 : Final joint angles. The angles of the DoF calculated
at the instant when the pointer touches the target. If angles
differ from the no robot condition, this may indicate
problems on particular axes.
• PI6 : Joint range of motion (R.O.M.). We calculated the
maximum and minimum joint angles during the movement and subtracted the min from the max to obtain the
total range of motion, this parameter gives an indication
of joint motion throughout the movement.
• PI7 : Cyclogram of the shoulder angular velocity according to elbow angular velocity. This index indicates alterations in joint synchronizations. These types of graphs
are commonly used for posture coordination and gait
analysis [35]. Cyclograms are generally created from
angular positions, but we prefer to use angular velocity
for several reasons. Firstly, velocity allows to bypass the
reference problem of the positions. Namely, a velocity
cyclogram always begins and ends at (0, 0). Secondly,
it allows a simplified representation of the acceleration
variations, and thus on smoothness of angular motion.
Thirdly, velocity analysis allows to quickly evaluate the
different movement phases because the velocity sign
describes a flexion or an extension.
Note that indices PI5 and PI6 do not provide any intrinsic
intersubject variability due to anatomical differences between
subjects. Indeed, the subjects have to touch the targets with
a pointer, the length of which was adjusted for every subject
to maintain a constant distance between subject elbow and
end-effector.
3) Performance indices based on interaction forces: Three
indices were used to quantify the amount of force produced
by the robot.
• PI8 : Force and moment averaged norms at the fixation.
This index describes the amount of exchanged force at the
points of interaction (distributed along the arm) averaged
over the subjects and for each target.

→
∑n (Mean( F ))


 PI8 f =
n
,
(5)
→



∑ (Mean( M ))
PI8t =
n
q
q
→
→
where F = Fx2 + Fy2 + Fz2 , M = Mx2 + My2 + Mz2
and n is the number of subjects.
•

PI9 : Mean of each force and moment component absolute value for each sensor. This index allows a better
understanding of the force interaction phenomena, by
presenting the results along each axis. In accordance to
the ISB convention, the Y axis of the sensor is oriented
parallel to the human limb axis (the humerus axis for the

arm and the ulna axis for the forearm) where as the X
and Z axes generate a transverse cut of the limb.
PI9 = ∑ (Mean(|A|))/n

(6)

with A ∈ {Fx , Fy , Fz , Mx , My , Mz }.
D. Statistical analysis
Repeated measures ANOVA were carried out for each of
the kinematic PIs with condition (robot / no robot), target (4
targets) and movement (5 repetitions) as independent factors.
When significant effects were found, a Newman-Keuls post
hoc test was applied in order to evaluate the effect of condition
on each target. The results on the ANOVA will be presented
both in terms of value of the probability distribution function,
F, and p-value.
III. A PPLICATION TO THE EVALUATION OF ABLE
The proposed methodology was applied to evaluate an
existing arm exoskeleton.
A. ABLE, a 4 DoF upper limb exoskeleton
ABLE (see Figure 2) is a 4 axis exoskeleton that has
been designed by CEA-LIST based on innovative actuation
technology [36]. Its degrees of freedom are composed of a
spherical shoulder arrangement made with 3 coincident axes
and a 1 DoF elbow pivot. The forearm is not actuated.

Fig. 2.

ABLE 4 axis exoskeleton actuated by screw-and-cable actuators

ABLE DoFs are shown in Fig.2 and mechanical characteristics
in the following table. Most of the robot’s technological
Joint

Amplitude
Motors
Transmissions
Speed
Joint torque
Equiv. effort in hand

Axis1
Abd/Add.

18 Nm
50N

Axis2
Axis3
Axis4
Int/Ext Rot. Flex/Ext.
Flex/Ext.
Shoulder
Elbow
110 deg.
DC Faulhaber type
Ball-Screw and Cable (SCS)
> 1m/s
18 Nm
13 Nm
13 Nm
50N
50N
50N

originality comes from its actuation and transmission system, which is based on a patented Screw-and-Cable system
(SCS) [33]. The hardware characteristic of ABLE makes it
an excellent platform for physical rehabilitation therapies. Its
naturally compliant joints ensure safety when using the robot
for patients with physical disability.
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B. Experimental Setup
1) Device control: It is essential to make the ABLE as
transparent as possible, in order to limit the residual force
level, which may appear due to hyperstaticity, inertia and friction. As ABLE is only fitted with optical encoders, we do not
have access to an acceleration signal. The transparency is thus
achieved by an experimentally identified gravity compensation
for all axes. The robot controller architecture is based on a
PC104 board with two endowed 3 channel axis controllers. It
runs the compensation open loop control law at 1kHz using a
real time operating system (RTlinux).
The controller was also fitted with two Analog and Digital I/O
PCI cards (a National Instrument model 6034E and a Sensory
526) which were used for acquiring the readings of the two
F/T sensors during the movement every millisecond. Note that
F/T data is not used in real time at the controller level, because
they are installed only during the characterization phase.
2) Task: Ten voluntary subjects were involved in this
experiment. In order to exploit the robot’s DoFs, pointing
movements were made in a standing position to four targets
positioned in different parts of the work space allowing us
to analyze the interactions between the subject and the robot
when different axes of motion were involved. Three lines were
drawn from the starting position, one in the para-sagittal plane
and the others at 45◦ either side of the first line. The targets
were marked on poles which were placed 50 cm from the
starting position on each of the three lines. The target height
was positioned at the level of the exoskeleton elbow axis for
targets 1-3 and target 4 was positioned above target 2, the
height was equal to the horizontal distance between targets
1-2 and 2-3 (see Fig 3 and 4).

A Codamotion R system was used to record (200 Hz sampling
rate) the position of active markers placed on the subject and
also on the robot (for data control) as shown in figure 3. Only
results relative to the subjects will be described here.
Two conditions were tested: without robot (subjects made
movements without wearing the exoskeleton) and with robot
(subjects made movements with the exoskeleton). Subjects
were allowed to practice moving with the robot for 5 minutes
prior to recording. Five movements were recorded to each target. Subjects were instructed to move as naturally as possible
to touch the target.

Fig. 4.

Subject pointing to different targets wearing exoskeleton.

IV. R ESULTS
A. End-point analysis: PI1 to PI4
For the calculation of kinematic parameters relating to the
hand trajectory, the 3D trajectory of the markers was smoothed
using a zero-phase forward and reverse digital filter at 5 Hz.
This reduced noise related to the recording system.

Fig. 3.
Schematic of the Codamotion R markers positions during the
experiments (In red, markers on the arm, in blue markers on the robot and
green markers on the targets)

The starting point was standardized with the elbow in maximum extension, the humerus vertical and the forearm in mid
prone position. The subjects rested their backs against the
support of the robot and a large belt was used to prevent
trunk movement and a splint was used to prevent wrist motion,
both of which would confound analysis of shoulder and elbow
angles. A pointer was fixed to the splint.
Ten healthy volunteers naive to the study were included (9
male and 1 female). They were all aged between 22-30. They
gave informed consent according to ethical procedures.

Fig. 5. Trajectory of the pointer for subject 1 in the three conditions (the
three movement repetitions have been averaged). The blue line represents the
”No robot” condition, the red ”With the robot” one

Visualization of the path of the endpoint under the different
conditions gives, in Fig. 5, a qualitative impression of the
effect of the robot on the human movement. It is obvious
that the interaction with the robot deviates the hand from its
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natural path particularly in the horizontal and frontal planes.
From the results in Fig.6, that are averaged over the 10
subjects and the five repetitions, it is evident that the robot
alters the kinematics of the hand trajectory. PI1 : execution
time is longer with the robot (F(1, 9) = 27.59, p < 0.01).
PI2 indicates that the deceleration phase was proportionally
longer with the robot suggesting that the movement was
affected by additional inertia and perhaps the friction was
overcompensated (F(1, 9) = 30.16, p < 0.01). PI3 shows that
endpoint path tended to be more curved for Targets 1 to 3
with the robot as shown in Fig 5, and less curved for Target
4, but no statistically significant effects were found. Finally,
PI4 indicates that jerk was significantly higher with the robot
(F(1, 9) = 17.73, p < 0.01) suggesting that the subject made
more movement corrections in this condition. For each of these
PIs the effect of the robot interaction was similar for all targets.

Fig. 7. PI5 and PI6 : Final joint angles and Angular range of motion for the
two considered angles (shoulder elevation and elbow extension).Red: with the
robot; Blue: without

velocity is altered (movement with robot is faster or slower).
A drift of the cyclogram from one of the four quadrants to
Target 1
100

Velbow > 0
Vshoulder > 0

100

0

0

-50

Velbow > 0
Vshoulder < 0

-50

50

-100

Velbow < 0
Vshoulder > 0

Velbow < 0
Vshoulder < 0

B. Joint rotations analysis: PI5 to PI7
1) PI5 and PI6 : Final joint angles and Angular range of
motion: As illustrated in Fig. 7, both range of elbow motion
(F(1, 9) = 17.8, p < 0.01) and shoulder motion(F(1, 9) =
72.9, p < 0.01) were increased in the robot versus no robot
condition.
Post hoc tests showed this was significant for elbow extension for target 2 and for shoulder elevation for targets 2-4
suggesting that the robot particularly carries the upper arm
segment away from its natural trajectory. Analysis of final
angles showed that the elbow was significantly less extended
(F(1, 9) = 21.4, p < 0.01) and the shoulder more elevated
(F(1, 9) = 17.2, p < 0.01) in the robot condition compared
with the no robot condition although post hoc testing showed
this was only significant for elbow extension for target 1.
2) PI7 : Cyclogram of the shoulder angular velocity according to elbow angular velocity: Fig. 8 presents the velocity
cyclogram during movement to the targets of one subject.
There exists several ways to analyze such a graph: if the
overall shape is preserved but there is a scale factor between
the two conditions, then articular coordination is preserved but

Vshoulder (degree/s)

-100 -50 0
50
Target 3

Fig. 6. PI1 to PI4 : Mean and standard deviations for the 4 kinematic PIs
related to pointer trajectory. (Red: with the robot; Blue: without)

Target 2

50

-100

100

100

100

50

50

0

0

-50

-50

-100

-100 -50 0
50
Target 4

100

-100 -50

100

-100
-100 -50 0
50 100
Velbow (degree/s)

0

50

Fig. 8. PI7 : Example of one subject velocity cyclogram during movement
to the four targets (Blue: without robot; Red: with robot)

another indicates a change in the movement and a new phase
relationship. In the example given here, during the movement
to target 3, even if synchronization seemed to be preserved,
a bigger flexion (negative elbow velocity) indicates a higher
segmentation of the movement.
C. Interaction forces analysis PI8 and PI9
Analysis of this parameter is obviously limited by the fact
that it can only be measured in the robot condition. However,
it provides a quantification of the general residual, undesired
and uncontrolled forces acting between the subject and the
robot. Indeed the experiments are conducted with a robot in
an active mode, and theoretically no forces should be applied
on the upper limb on the component controlled by the robot.
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Fig. 9 indicates the overall force level for every target averaged
over the ten subjects which appears higher on the forearm (up
to 12N and 6N.cm) than on the upper arm (up to 8N and
N, N.cm
N, N.cm
N, N.cm

10

N, N.cm

V. D ISCUSSION

20
10

Target 1

0
20
Target 2

0
20
Target 3

10
0
20

Target 4

10
0

−−−−−−→ −−−−−−−→
FU pper arm MU pper arm

−−−−→
FForearm

−−−−−→
MForearm

Fig. 9. PI8 : Forces/Moments average norm on the two fixations for the 4
targets(Mean on 10 subjects)

6N.cm).
It is important to note that, since the low level robot controller is designed to apply a zero torque, all the forces
that appear arise from unmodelled phenomenons: robot joint
friction, robot inertia and interaction at the fixation devices
due to hyperstaticity and deformations induced by kinematic
discrepancies between the robot and arm kinematics. All these
effects are rather difficult to estimate a priori which justifies
conducting comanipulation experiments for quantification purposes.
The components decomposition presented in Fig. 10, allows
a better understanding of the physical interaction phenomena.

N, N.cm
N, N.cm

10
5
0

N, N.cm

10
5
0

N, N.cm

Upper Arm sensor
10
5
0

10
5
0

a typical problem due to the inability to adjust the exoskeleton
limb lengths to the human limbs.

Target 1
Upper Arm sensor
Target 2
Upper Arm sensor
Target 3
Upper Arm sensor
Target 4

Forearm sensor
10
5
0
10
5
0
10
5
0
10
5
0

Target 1
Forearm sensor
Target 2
Forearm sensor
Target 3
Forearm sensor
Target 4

Fig. 10. PI9 : Mean of each force and moment absolute value for the upper
arm and forearm sensors (Mean on 10 subjects)

Indeed Fx and Fz are the forces transmitted from the subject
in order to displace the robot whereas Fy , Mx , My and Mz
are not compatible with the robot motion and thus arise from
hyperstaticity. Figure 10, for example, indicates a high force
level for the Fy component (along the upper arm axis), which is

In this paper we have proposed a methodology for the
evaluation of pHRI, which we applied to the example of
a 4 DoF exoskeleton. This work was a pilot study which
aimed, not to quantify the perturbations induced by a
specific exoskeleton, but to focus on the necessity of using
a rigorous methodology to gain a deeper understanding of
physical human-robot interaction. In particular, the proposed
methodology aims at evaluating the effect of interaction with
a multi-contact robot at three different levels of human motor
performance: endpoint trajectory generation, joint rotations
and dynamic interactions. This required the use of a reference
condition without robot in order to quantify alterations in
movement parameters caused by the robot. The method
can easily be transferred to different types of multi-contact
robotic devices in order to evaluate pHRI and to quantify
changes in performance when control laws are improved or
mechanical changes are made. However, for different robotic
applications such as orthopedic rehabilitation, different PI’s
may be relevant.
The results obtained by using a variety of PIs for each level
of evaluation support our multiple approach to the evaluation
of multi-contact robotic devices.
Our findings highlight the complexity of these interactions
and the necessity of analyzing a variety of parameters.
Different conclusions could have been obtained from each of
the individual parameters. For example, endpoint movement
duration was increased with the robot, suggesting a slowing
down of the whole movement. On the other hand, joint
angular velocities were increased with the robot (See Fig.
8) along with the joint range of motion, indicating that the
slowing of the endpoint movement was not related to a
general hindering of motion by the robot. Similarly while
analysis of the endpoint and joint rotation parameters could
have lead to the conclusion that movement alterations were
due to friction-inertia phenomena or to the action of the
device motors, the analysis of the individual interaction force
components (See Fig. 10) shows that kinematic alterations
are also likely to be due to hyperstaticity and misalignment
of subject-robot joint axes.
The analysis of interaction forces and whole-limb kinematics
is fundamental when the robot is to be used for rehabilitation
purposes. Training movements with a non transparent robot
is likely to perturb the motor coordination of the patient,
not only from a biomechanical point of view, but also
through mechanisms of sensory-motor adaptation. The
sensory feedback produced when the patient moves while
wearing the exoskeleton could induce changes in sensorymotor maps resulting in unnatural motor strategies. Indeed,
the neurologically-impaired patients for whom these types
of robots are conceived have sensory-motor integration
deficits. It is thus particularly important to minimize external
interferences which could influence motor learning processes.
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In the future, the methodology described here will be used
to evaluate the quality of human-robot interactions in the
framework of iterative prototyping of the robot and of its
command laws. In particular, we recently developed a new
system of fixations allowing the release of some degrees of
freedom in order to reduce hyperstaticity and to adapt the
robot to the size of the human subject. The present method
will be used to test whether this new system improves the
quality of human-robot interactions. In addition, innovative
command laws directed to the control of joint rotations are
under development in order to target rehabilitation exercises
for hemiparetic patients, focusing on shoulderelbow coordination. The present method will be used to evaluate the
effects of these new commands in healthy human subjects and
perform fine adjustments before investigating the concept in
hemiparetic patients. It would be also interesting to correlate
the quantifiable improvement of the different PI with the actual
changes in the subject perception of the robot. This study
would allows to focus further technological development on
the interaction aspects which appear to be more critical for the
confort of the robot users. Finally, this method could be easily
adapted to other exoskeletons in order to gather comparative
data on the human-robot interactions with different robotic
structures.
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